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Aambala is a film based on the story of a former militant Indian football player who now works as a pickpocket in Chennai.
But things change for him when he accidentally kills a notorious pickpocket (played by Sathish) and is subsequently drawn into
the world of organized crime. The first look of the film was released on 24 March 2015 with leading Tamil film director K.
Balachander's son Hansika Motwani in the lead role of the film. The filming began on 30 March 2015 and completed in May
2015. It was scheduled to release on 2 July 2015. The film was produced by M. R. Santhanam under his production house
Suresh Productions. The film was released on 23 July 2015 to negative reviews from critics and a box office flop. Plot The plot
revolves around a former Indian football player named Gopi (Hansika Motwani), who now lives in Chennai, the capital city of
the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu. Gopi, who is struggling to make a living as a pickpocket, is drawn into the world of
Chennai's underworld. In a chance encounter, Gopi kills fellow pickpocket Santosh (Sathish), a formidable underworld figure
known as Sivaraman (He is the boss of the Chennai branch of Sivaraman). The police comes to know of this and tries to arrest
him. Gopi gives himself in, as he is actually a pickpocket and is being framed in an attempt to rob a wealthy, middle-class
household. The case is taken up by Senior Inspector Manohar (Prabhu Ganesan) who heads the police station, who understands
Gopi's situation and saves him from the gallows. Gopi is sentenced to a prison sentence for 6 months and is subsequently freed
after serving the full term. Manohar then gives Gopi a job in his police station. Gopi manages to befriend Inspector Manohar's
daughter Deepa (Ramya Krishnan) and her boyfriend Tony (Sathish), the son of the gangster Santosh. The crime syndicate
bosses Vishal (Vishal Krishna) and Varadharajan (Santhanam) want to kill Gopi, as he is an informant to the police, but
Varadharajan's brother (K. Bhagyaraj) manages to stop them. Varadharajan then decides to murder Manohar, who is
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